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Every year the Dutch organization of Dutch Math teachers (BVMBO) and Practoraat Rekenen organize a contest for Dutch math teachers in vocational education, called The Best Math Idea. Three prize-winners win tickets to the ALM, also hotel- and travelling expenses. This year the winners are:

Anne Marleen Tigelaar, ROC Friesland. She developed three digital lesson for her students in the tourist business. The students have to make all kinds of math assignments for the resort of the future and have to organize a trip for tourists called: Visit Holland.

Fedor Kerkhof, ROC De Leijgraaf. Fedor is a math teacher for students in the carpenters industry and he designed a technical assignment called The Wheel of Fortune.

Martijn van der Linden, Summa College The idea of Martijn is called Math Lab. He designed 4 challenges for teams. For every challenge the teams can win badges. The team who wins the most of the badges are the winners.